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ABSTRACT

This report reviews probability assessment and psychological scaling
techniques that could be used to estimate human error probabilities

* (HEPs) in nuclear power plant operations. The techniques rely on
expert opinion and can be used to estimate HEPs where data do not exist
or are inadequate. These techniques have been used in various other

0 contexts and have been shown to produce reasonably accurate probabil-
ities. Some problems do exist, and limitations are discussed. Addi-
tional topics covered irclude methods for combining estimates from

,

' multiple experts, the effects of training on probability estimates, and
some ideas on structuring the relationship between performance shaping
factors and HEPs. Preliminary recommendations are provided along with
cautions regarding the costs of implementing the recommendations.
Additional research is required before definitive recommendations can
be made.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

, This report reviews the existing psychological judgment and scaling
literature which may be relevant for the use of expert judgment in
estimating human error probabilities (HEPs) in nuclear power plant
operations. A good deal of developmental work has been done which aids*

the expert in identifying factors related to the magnitude of an HEP as
well as pitfalls in the HEP judgment process (see, for example, Swain
1967, 1971, 1978; Swain and Guttmann, 1975, 1980). Now, a set of

actual scaling techniques needs to be developed that can transform
expert judgment into the needed HEPs under varying circumstances in an
efficient and valid manner.

Three bodies of literature are of particular relevance to this topics
(a) probabilitiy assessment (for reviews see Einhorn and Hogarth, 1981;

; Slovic, Fischhoff, and Lichtenstein, 1977; Spetzler and Stael von Hol-
stein, 1975; Wallsten and Budescu, 1980), (b) psychological scaling and
measurement theory (Cliff, 1973; Roberts, 1979; Torgerson, 1958), and
(c) human reliability analysis (Meister, 1971; Swain, 1978; Swain and
Guttmann, 1980). This review will concentrate on (a) and (b) and their
implications for (c).

There is considerable overlap between the scaling literature and the
literature on probability assessment. Many of the theoretical and
experimental approaches to probability assessment have been undertaken
by experimental psychologists (for instance, Edwards, 1954), measure-
ment theorists (Fine and Kaplan, 1977; Krantz, Luce, Suppes, and
Tversky, 1971), or those primarily interested in psychological scaling
(e.g., Roberts, 1979). There is, however, much that is unique to each,
and we will structure this review in a manner appropriate to these
unique contributions. A glossary defining terms frequently used in the
literature is appended to this report.

The review will be in three parts. The first part (Section 2.0) will
concentrate on the literature on probability assessment. The next
section (3.0) of the review will cover relevant work from psychological,
scaling and measurement theory. As previously stated, there is some
overlap with probability assessment literature, but there are a number
of scaling methods and judgment paradigms that have been poorly ex-.

plored as probability elicitation techniques. For example, only recent-
ly has some preliminary testing been done utilizing paired comparison'

judgment of event probabilities (Edwards, John, and Stillwell, 1977,
1979; Lichtenstein, Slovic, Fischhoff, Layman, and Combs, 1978), al-
though preliminary development of a technique was accomplished some
time ago (Blanchard, Mitchell, and Smith, 1966; Thurstone, 1927;
Torgerson, 1958).

-1-
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Finally, Section 4.0 will discuss some of the implications of the

; literature, and directions we might go in developing a family of tech-

i niques for HEPs. We also address some likely problems, special consid-
i erations in judgment situations that would affect elicitation, and

suggestions for a measure of the strength or quality of the final *

,

judgments elicited.
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2.0 SUBJECTIVE PROBABILITY ASSESSMENT

This section reviews the use of expert judgment to estimate probabil-
ities, the various procedures used to assess subjective probabilities,

, and some special problems and aids for such assessments. The first
subsection discusses and justifies the use of experts to estimate
subjective probabilities. Section 2.2 then reviews various assessment
procedures that have been developed, tested, and applied. The role of*

multiple experts and derivation of probabilities from their judgments
are reviewed in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 discusses biases that often
occur in subjective probability assessments and Section 2.5 describes
the role of training. In Section 2.6, we then summarize the major
points in the previous subsections relevant to the estimation of HEPs.

2.1 Use of Expert Judgment for Assessing Probabilities

We are motivated to examine the role of expertise in human error proba-
bility judgment for three reasons. First, we wish to ascertain whether
there is a demonstrated ability of experts to provide good estimates of
unknown probabilities. Second, we want to explore the contribution of
using experts who bring different types of expertise to the judgment
task. And, third, if experts are better at probability estimation than
are nonexperts, that fact would be a motivating argument for training
as a method for improving probabilistic judgment.

Research on probability elicitation has examined the role of expertise
in the judgment of probabilities without specifically stating what
constitutes an expert. Instead, individuals whose expertise is readily
agreed upon, but not detailed, are used as judges to study the quality
of expert judgment of probability. Four substantive areas have been
studied in sufficient detail that general inferences can be made. They
are (1) military and intelligence, (2) business, (3) medicine, and (4)
weather prediction. There is conflicting evidence as to the quality of
experts' probability estimates, with evidence generally varying accord-
ing to the substantive area.

The evidence from area 1 is mostly classified and, therefore, inaccess-
able for present purposes. What is accessable, while based on the use

,

of expert subjects, is based on hypothetical problems, which may limit
its generality. The general conclusions that can be drawn from it are
(1) military and intelligence experts prefer to respond in numerical.

form when expressing uncertainty, (2) a large reduction in miscommunica-
tion has been shown from the use of probabilities to communicate uncer-
tainty (Kelly and Peterson, 1970), (3) the reliability intrasubject
product moment correlation for repeated judgments of the expert judg-
me _s has been good with a mean of .79 and a range of .42 .97 (Johnson,
1977), and (4) satisfactory use of subjective probability estimates has
been made by the CIA in an applied setting, although the classified
nature of the work makes the available details somewhat sketchy

-3-



(Zlotnick, 1972). Whst we do know is that Bayesian methods of probabil-
ity estimation and revision have and are being used to solve tradition-
al intelligence processing problems, for example, aggregation of infor-
mation from diverse sources, systematizing communication, and informa-
tion reduction.

9

The areas of 2, 3, and 4 are more interesting, and somewhat in con-
flict. Most of the negative evidence for experts' ability to report
subjective probabilities comes from the business literature. A large *

number of studies have shown that bankers (Stael von Holstein, 1972),
security analysts (Bartos, 1969, cited by Winkler, 1972), and stock
analysts (Stael von Holstein, 1972) often cannot out perform even a
simple strategy in which a uniform distribution (essentially a "no
information" strategy, for example, each of n events is assigned a
probability of 1/n) is used to predict the performance of some random
variable. One study did, however, show that bankers were able to
predict the fluctuation of the interest rate on certificates of deposit
for a nine month period (Kabus, 1976). One problem with many of these
studies, however, is that the events being predicted (e.g., stock
prices) are inherently unpredictable (nearly random).

Evidence in the medical field is mixed, but somewhat positive. Ludke,

Stauss, and Gustafson (1977) asked nurses and senior nursing students
to estimate distributions of familiar physiological variables (for
example, weight of an American baby at birth; systolic blood pressure
of American males, ages 18-79; hematocrit level of American males,
18-79) using several assessment methods. All methods proved both
reliable (average test-retest correlation across methods = .986) and
accurate (across the probability distribution, divided into ten sec-
tions for computational ease the average difference in area for an
individual section = .037). Thus, these experts could be said to be
extremely good at providing subjective probability distributions, no
matter what the elicitation method. Methods and results will be dis-
cussed in more detail in Section 2.2.

There is, however, some tendency to overestimate the probability of
events with severe consequences (Lusted, 1977). This may well be
explained by a desire to be sure such severe consequences are avoided,
thus focusing special attention on these events. Still, medical evi- .

dence generally indicates that experts are able to provide subjective
estimates of probabilities that agree with relative frequency estimates
for the same quantities. Lusted (1977) gives calibration curves * for .

*A calibration curve plots assessed probabilities on the abscissa
versus relative frequencies on the ordinate. Perfect calibration would
result in a calibration curve that is a straight line from (0,0) to
(1,1) indicating, for example, that for events assigned a subjective
probability of .70, 70 percent occur.
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three events (skull fracture, pneumonia, and extremity fractures) that
show what appears to be extremely well-calibrated responses (although
validity coefficients and raw data are not reported). DeSmet, Fryback,
and Thornbury (1979) do show data that permit calculation or a validity

1 coefficient for skull fracture estimates that is quite good (r = .88).
[ v

In seeming contradiction to the equivocal evidence presented above,
weather forecasters are remarkably good at providing subjective proba-
bility judgments. Average deviations from perfect calibration for*

precipitation forecasts ranged from .028 to .044 in two studies (Murphy
and Winkler, 1974, 1977b). Additional results are reviewed by Wallsten
and Budescu (1980) and Murphy and Winkler (1977a). It is interesting
to note that one factor in evaluating forecasters for promotion is
their forecasting perfo.rmance as measured by the Brier * score, thus
ensuring high motivation as well as extensive experience with making
probabilistic predictions. On tasks other than predicting precipita-
tion for which forecasters do not routinely make probabilistic predic-
tions, their subjective probability estimates are more in line with
those of other experts (Stael von Holstein, 1971b).

Our second motivation for examining the role of expertise in probabil-
ity judgment comes from our desire to determine the optimal composite
structure of expert groups. It seems likely that experts with differ-
ent training and substantive expertise, who all have sufficient know-
ledge relevant to the events considered, would bring more information
to the estimation problem than would experts of very similar back-
grounds. If this is assumed to be true, the question still remains as

: to whether those with expertise from different areas are able to com-
bine their differing information to arrive at better estimates of some
unknown quantity. In a review of the literature comparing individual
and group judgment, Seaver (1976) states among his major conclusions
that "...a larger diversity of individual opinion among group members
will lead to greater superiority of the group judgment over individual
judgments," and cites several sources as evidence for his conclusion.

i

One rationale for this conclusion comes from psychological test theory
(Gulliksen, 1950; Nunna11y, 1967) which proves an increase in quality
(validity as measured by the correlation between the average individual
response and the true value) of group judgment will occur as the hetero-
geneity of the group increases.,

.

|

|
*The Brier score for a precipitation forecast of probability r is

s(r) = (1-r$)2
where r3 is the probability assigned to the event that actually occurs
(precipitation, no precipitation). The Brier score is a strictly
proper scoring rule which means that the expected score is minimized
when the forecast, r, is equal to the forecaster's true subjective'

probability of precipitation, p.

-5-
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{ This recommendation should be approached with caution, however. An
; assumption underlying the conclusion of the superiority of heterogen-
| eous over homogeneous groups is that more total information will trans-

*

late into better group judgments. The possibility that group members
with " poor" information will sway the group away from quality estimates e

or will adversely affect the average is not at issue. Nor is whether
'

an extreme group or individual, by their extremity, demonstrates either
i more or less information, different information, or possible bias. *

Outlying judgments should be identified and examined. This point will *

! be discussed in more detail in the section on the use of multiple
( experts. .

j And, finally, our third motivation for examination of experts is to
,

compare them with nonexperts in order to infer the role training might !

have in probability judgment. The evidence that experts perform better
at probability estimation than do nonexperts is not extensive. While
several studies have failed to find strong differences between the
probabilistic assessment abilities of experts (e.g., doctors) and those
of lesser expertise (medical students or even lay persons), those that
have found differences report the crucial factor to be statistical
rather than substantive expertise (Stael von Holstein, 1971a, 1972; ,

Winkler, 1967). These findings will be discussed in detail in Section
2.5. In the judgment of HEPs, experts in the complex human role in

j nuclear power plant operation would make the appropriate assessments.
Thus, the evidence suggests that when some training is possible, the
effort would best be spent to give the experts some understanding of

i the nature of probabilistic thought.

i ,

2.2 Probabilistic Assessment Techniques '
,

For a number of different elicitation problems, the method of eliciting
i an uncertain quantity has been shown to affect the quality of the

,

; resulting judgment. This is just a small part of the much larger
psychological finding that the same question, when asked in two differ-
ent ways, will often result in two different answers. Because of both

i the vast breadth of this literature and its diffuse relationship to
probability judgment, we will confine our review here primarily to i

literature directly relevant to the judgment of subjective probabil- ,

ities. Additional discussion of this topic related to psychological
scaling in general is included in Section 4.0.

*;

What is the best technique for eliciting subjective probabilities?
j Literature on the subject is confounded by problems of artifactual
j results; lack of generality of task, stimuli, and subjects (most of the ,

j studies discussed in the following paragraph used college students or
paid volunteers as subjects); as well as a lack of applied relevance.'

Often the conclusions are only of use when the nature of the probabil-
ity being sought is known in detail, certainly not the case in most
applied contexts. 1

I I

'
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Still, a large number of studies have directly compared elicitation
techniques for generating estimates of probabilities and some general
conclusions are warranted. Among direct methods for discrete quantity
estimation (i.e., simply asking the assessor for the relevant number
usually in probability or in odds), written responses are more consis-

e tent (less variation over time) than are verbal responses, and also
tend to be more extreme (Domas, Goodman, and Peterson, 1972, Goodman,

1973). Goodman (1973) directly compared a number of response modes
'

using the data from previously unpublished studies conducted at the*

University of Michigan. Two of the studies used scenarios of a ten-
years-in-the-future political-military situation. Subjects (college
students) were given a complex summary of the history of the world ten1

years hence. They were asked to judge the likelihoods of alternative
hypotheses such as " Russia and China are about to attack North Amer-
ica," using as data hypothetical intelligence reports. For example:

"At 0630 this morning, two full squadrons of conventional
submarines sailed from Vladivostok. They steamed in a southerly
direction until they were clear of the harbor, and then
submerged. Evaluation: probably a routine exercise although
this is an unusually large force."

Thus, there were no normative answers against which the estimates could
be compared.

The third and fourth studies (later published as Domas, Goodman, and
Peterson, 1972) used variations of an abstract task where subjects are
asked to say which of two distributions was more likely to have pro-

; duced a given sample of data. In the third study, subjects were asked
to act as analysts for a hypothetical commercial shipping firm. Using'

data as to the location of competitor ships, gross tonnage, percent of

| capacity and fuel taken on at port of departure (each of these was
' given a carefully defined, independent relationship to probability),

subjects estimated the likelihood that the competitor ship was bound
for port A versus port B. In the fourth study, the task was to judge
which of two parent populations produced a sample of seven inch, blue
and yellow sticks. The relative length of the two colors was the
random variable.

For each of the studies, correlations between the true probabilities,
where they could be calculated, and the subjects' responses were high
(range .91 .991) and the intercepts of regressions of judgments on truej .

i were near 0.0. Thus, the slope of the regression line is an important
descriptor of the relative magnitude of responses. A value of 1.0 is
optimal when responses are compared with true values. When responses
are being compared directly with other responses the magnitude repre-
sents the average relative size of the estimates. Study three compares
verbal and written with true values, with verbal estimates always#

smaller (average slopes .85 versus 1.3 and .88 versus 1.1 for verbal
and written responses respectively).

-7-
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Reliability (consistency within judges) figures for the Goodman studies
suggest that written responses tend to be more reliable than are ver-
bal, although all were quite reliable. Comparable average reliability
coefficients (test-retest) were .97, .66, and .95 (ranges not reported)
for verbal estimates and .92, .89, and .97 for written for studies one,
two, and three, respectively. *

Goodman (1973) also examined the impact of scale spacing, logarithmic
versus linear, as did Stillwell, Seaver, and Edwards (1977). Stillwell *

et al. asked college students to assess the relative likelihood of
two-colored seven inch sticks being produced by two normal distribu-
tions. Sticks from one population had a mean length of one color of x
inches. Sticks from the second population had a mean length of the
second color of x inches. Population variances were constant and the
value of x was varied. In a second experiment, the subjects assessed
the likelihood that a lake was polluted, given the bacteria count from
a sample of lake water. The distributions of polluted and nonpolluted
lakes for this bacteria were described as possible alternative data
generators. The overall study was to examine the effects of scale
spacing and the magnitude of the upper endpoint.

Both Goodman (1973) and Stillwell et al. (1977) found strong effects
for spacing. Goodman (1973) found the average slope of logarithmic
responses regressed on linear responses was 1.4 Stillwell et al. found
average slopes of .2 to .44 for linear scales and .40 to .62 for logar-
ithmic scales in their first study. In the second study, across eight
different conditions, the average slope for logarithmic responses was
.14 higher than for linear responses. Stillwell et al. also found that
when responses were made in odds the upper endpoint of the scale affect-
ed responses, even though subjects were encouraged to use larger re-
sponses if they were appropriate. Average slopes were .43, .44, and

.75 for endpoints of 100:1, 1,000:1, and 10,000:1, respectively, in the
first study; and, in the second, average slopes were .41 and .62 for
endpoints of 100:1 and 10,000.1, respectively.

A pair of studies examined rasponses in probabilities versus odds
(Fujii, 1967; Phillips and Edwards, 1966). Odds responses are the
ratio of the probability of the occurrence of an event or truth of

,

| hypothesis to the probability of its nonoccurrence or falsity, i.e.,
,

odds equal p/(1 p). Each study used a book-bag and poker chip paradigm
where the problem was to estimate the relative likelihood that a given
sample of blue and red poker chips cane from a bag that held predomi- .

rately blue chips or one that held predominately red chips. The exact
composition of the two bags was specified so a correct answer could be
calculated, against which the subjects' responses could be compared.
Each of these studies found subjects who responded in probabilities to
give smaller answers than did those who responded in odds or likelihood
ratios. (In these studies, odds are the ratio of the probability of
one hypothesis, e.g., the bag holds predominantly blue chips, to the
probability of the alternative hypothesis given a datum, e.g., a chip

!

-8-
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has been observed. Likelihood ratios are the ratio of the probability
of a particular datum given one hypothesis to its probability given the
alternative hypothesis.) Data analysis for each of these experiments
consisted of plots comparing the response values to those calculated by
Bayes' Theorem, the normative rule. In all cases, the responses for
subjects responding in odds or likelihood ratios were closer to truee

values than were responses in probabilities. Congruent with these
findings are those of most of the studies discussed above. Where
objective probabilities could be determined, the larger responses weree

also closer to the true values (Domas et al. ,1972; Pujii, 1967;
Phillips and Edwards, 1966; Stillwell et al., 1977).

The finding that likelihood ratio or odds responses are generally
better than direct estimates of probabilities suggests another assess-
ment approach. If assessors are better able to make judgments of
ratios of event likelihoods than they are absolute value estimates, it
seems logical that they will be better still at making simple judgments
of the directional relationship, i.e., more likely than or less likely
than. This type of judgment is known as paired comparison.

Early work in psychological scaling developed the theoretical founda-
tion to build subjective scales from paired comparison judgment (Thur-
stone, 1927, 1931; Torgerson, 1958). But only recently have these
procedures been used for subjective probability assessment (Edwards
et al. , 1977, 1979; Lichtenstein et al., 1978; Rigby and Edelman,

1968). Initial studies have shown positive results. The study by
Lichtenstein et al. (1978) found that assessors were generally able to
correctly judge the direction of the relationship between event pairs,
although the estimates of the magnitude were smaller than were the true
values. Hunns and Daniels (undated) show in a very limited test that a
direct application of Thurstone's Case V of the law of comparative
judgment produced an estimate of a single event probability that was
remarkably close to the value calculated from relative frequency data.

The law of comparative judgment is a model relating the proportion of
times one of a pair of stimuli is rated greater than the other on a
given attribute to the scale values. The model is derived from three
postulates: (1) each stimulus gives a differential impact on the
psychological scale of interest; (2) the impact of the stimulus is not,

constant, but will vary in terms of a specific statistical process; and
(3) the mean and standard deviation of the distributions of aggregate
responses across judges can be used to represent the stimulus scale.

value and discriminal dispersion, respectively. Cases I and II of
Thurstone's law are merely different ways of stating the complete form
of the law, which is not solvable. Cases III, IV, and V are derived
from sets of simplifying assumptions which provide solvable and, there-
fore, usable forms of the law.

Other attempts to use this form of judgment to produce scales of event
probabilities have been less fruitful. Edwards et al. (1977, 1979)

-9-



used a series of paired comparison iudgments to sequentially narrow the
range of the probability of an event by having assessors compare its
likelihood with that of a series of other events with known probabil-
ities. They found that rank order correlations between the probabil-

'ities derived in this manner and true probabilities of the events were
small to moderate. It should be noted, however, that the range of true
values was small (.005 .02) and, therefore, these correlations are sus-

*
pect. These studies indicate some potential for paired comparison
judgments as the basis for estimating probabilities, but also suggest
that the paired comparison techniques that have been tested to date may
not be adequate and need to be revised.

Additional studies indicate that consistency checks should be included
in eliciting probability estimates. Beach (1974) found a surprising
lack of consistency between probabilities derived from direct estimates
and those from an indirect procedure (one in which the response is
something other than a probability, likelihood, or odds that is then
converted into a probability), as to a lessor degree did Ducharme and
Donnell (1973). On the other hand, the findings of Domas et al. (1972)
show that inconsistency, when pointed out to the estimator, is an
extremely useful way to improve the quality of the final judgment. The
way in which the comparison of the results of two elicitation methods,
usually one direct and one indirect, aids the estimator is not well
understood, but the finding is clear, as is the implication for a
combined probability assessment methodology.

As in the case of discrete probability estimation, much research has
examined the impact of elicitation techniques on the judgment of proba-
bility distributions. Alpert and Raiffa (1969), in testing four re-
sponse modes, found only small differences in the number of true values
falling outside the extremes of the requested ranges (known as "sur-
prises") resulting from techniques which asked for the median, inter-
quartile range, and either the .01 and .99 values, the .001 and .999
values, the " minimum" and " maximum" values, or an " astonishingly low"
and " astonishingly high" value. Selvidge (1975) found that responses
were better when seven fractiles* were assessed rather than five.

In another study of elicitation techniques, Seaver, von Winterfeldt, e

and Edwards (1978) examined the proportion of " surprises" resulting
from two assessment factors, the way in which uncertainty was specified
(odds, odds on a logarithmic scale, or probability) and the type of *

response required (uncertainty measures or values of the variable).
Elicitation methods requiring values of the unknown quantity as re-
sponses used questions such as "What is the number of people such

*A fractile is the value of a random variable that corresponds to a
specified point on the cumulative probability distribution. .For exam-
ple, the .50 fractile is the median.

-10-
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that your odds are 3:1 that the true population of Canada is less than
that number?" For the probability group substitute, " probability is
. 75" for " odds of 3:1. " For questions requiring uncertainty measure as
responses, the question might be "What is your probability that the
population of Canada is less than 130 million people?"e

e

'

Their results showed that subjects responding in probabilities or odds
were much better than those responding with fractiles, fractiles ex-*

pressed in odds, or log odds. Not only were the probability and odds,

responses better as measured by a proper scoring rule, but they were
also much better in terms of the proportion of surprises or " surprise
index." The probability and odds procedures resulted in 4.7 percent

i and 4.5 percent (compared to the correct five percent) of responses
outside the interval assessed to contain 95 percent of the values as
opposed to 19.9, 24.2, and 34.2 percent for the log odds, odds frac-

; tile, and probability fractile procedures, respectively. For the
'

interquartile (IQ) range (where the correct proportion would be .50),
differences between procedures were small with one exception. The log
odds procedure resulted in less accurate assessments than the other
procedures. Proportions of true values outside the IQ range were 43.0,
52.9, 46.8, 57.9, and 69.1 for the probability, odds, odds fractile,
probability fractile, and log odds procedures, respectively.

Finally, a study by Barclay and Peterson (1973) compared the tertile
method (i.e. , the judge is asked to provide the fractiles .33 and .67)
with a " point" method in which the assessor is asked to give the modal;

value of the uncertain quentity, and then two values, one above and one
; below the mode, each of which is half as likely to occur as is the

modal value (i.e., points for which the probability density function is
i half as high as at the mode). They found the tertile method resulted

in better assessments, although both resulted in too many estimates
outside the assessed values. With the tertile method, 77 percent of
the true values fell outside the two tertiles, where 67 percent should
occur. The point method resulted in 61 percent of the true values
being outside the two values assessed, where only 25 percent should
occur.

!

Two additional studies addressed response mode effects. John and,

Edwards (1977) used several different distributions (normal, bimodal,
skewed, beta) to generate samples of individual stimuli and asked
subjects to assess the distribution that produced each sample. They.

tested three response modes, a fractile method, a probability method
(each of these are the same used in Seaver et al,1978), and a method
in which assessors simply drew the distribution on graph paper and
labeled the axes. Distributions were compared in terms of the maxi-
mum deviation between the assessed and the true density functions. The
graph method was generally found to be better, but the probability
procedure was better in a few cases where the true distribution was
unusual (bimodal, for example).

I
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The second study (Ludke, Stauss, and Gustafson, 1977) used three cri-
teria to compare elicitation techniques accuracy, reliability, and

.

acceptability. Questions involved physiological variables as discussed
in Section 2.1. The distribution of each variable, established from
actuarial records, was broken into ten intervals. The intervals were *

of equal length in terms of the variable being measured, and covered
the entire range of the variable. All subjects, nurses and senior
nursing students, were familiar with each of the uncertain quantities *

and had both " hands-on" experience and textbook knowledge regarding the
topics of the questions. Each nurse was randomly assigned to one
method, providing 36 nurses per method. Each subject participated in
two sessions, three weeks apart.

Five methods were examined. In the first, called the probability
method, the subjects were asked to give the probability associated with
each of the ten intervals of the uncertain variable. For example, one
probability question was "Given a population of 1,000 American males,
ages 18-79, how many would have systolic blood pressure readings (in
millimeters of mercury) in each of the following ten intervals?" The
probability instructions also asked the subjects to normalize their
responses and write them on a linear scale provided on the answer
sheet.

For the log odds method, subjects responded to questions similar to
"Ilow likely is it that an American male, age 18-79, will have systolic
blood pressure reading in each of the following ten intervals?" In-

stead of answering the question directly, subjects were instructed to
rank the intervals frcm the one that contained the most males to that
with the least. Then they were asked to estimate the ratio of males in
each interval to that of the interval ranked directly below it. They
recorded the ratios on a logarithmic scale. The log-log method was the
same as the log method except that the subjects recorded their answers
on a double logarithmic spaced scale. The fourth method, called the

ranking method, was developed by Smith (1967).

Subjects performed the same interval ranking task as for the log odds
method. In addition, they assigned probability estimates to both the
first and last ranked intervals, and provided estimates of the rank .

order of the first order differences. First order differences were
determined with questions such as "Now that you have ranked the inter-
vals, consider each pair of intervals formed by taking an interval and -

one of the adjacent ranked intervals. There are nine of these pairs, 1
and 2, 2 and 3, and so on up to 9 and 10. Now judge which of the
differences in likelihood is largest, second largest, and so on."

Using mathematical ideas taken from Kendall (1962) about the average
distance between ranks of random normal deviates, it can be shown that
the expected values of the relationships between the first order differ-
ences in descending order are:
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The rationale underlying this is that if a magnitude is divided random-
ly into n parts, tnese formulas give the expected values of the parts
in descending order.

This set of relationships is used to turn the ranking judgments into
probability estimates for the distribution areas.

Smith (1967) gives the following example of the use of the technique.
Assume that an expert believes that there is some possibility that the
percent of market which a product will capture may be anywhere in the
range from zero to 100%. The " expert" may reason that the following
rankings (in order of ascending probability) should be assigned to the
various possible intervals:

(2) Interval: 0-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80-90 90-100
Ranking: 1 2 7 8 10 9 6 5 4 3

and that the differences (in ascending order) should be ranked as
follows:

Interval: 0-10 10-20 90-100 80-90 70-80 60-70 20-30 30-40 50-60 40-50
n ng: 6 7 8 9 10(3) Ranking of

Differences: 1 3 2 9 6 5 4 8 7

Further, suppose the expert feels that there is only a probability of
0.005 that the product will capture lens than ten percent of the mar-.

ket, and that the best estimate of the probability that the percent of
the market captured will be between 40 and 50 percent is 0.20.

.

Since we have nine differences, the expected proportions become as
given by (1). Rearranging according to the ranking of differences in
(3), we obtain:

(4) Proportions: .0123,.0421,.0262,.3143,.1106,.0829,.0606,.2032,.1477

The total range of values being .9998, and the range of expected proba-
bilities being 0.20 - 0.005 = 0.195, we multiply the values of (4) by
0.195/.9998 = .1950 to get as the differences:

-13-
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(5) Differences: 0024,.0022,.0051,.0613,.0216,.0162,.0118,.0396,.0288
-

.

Finally, accumulating from 0.005, we gets
1

(6) 0050, .0074, .0156, .0207, .0820, .1036, .1198, .1316, .1712, .2000. *

The probabilities in (6) total to only 0.8569 instead of 1.0000.'

*
1 Therefore, to get our final relative probabilities, we multiply each

number in (6) by 1/.8569 a'l.167. The results are:

'
(7) .0058, .0086, .0182, .0242, .0957, .1209, .1398, .1536, .1998, .2334

| From (2), we have that these relative probabilities should be asso-

ciated with the various interve ls as:l

Interval: 0-1010-20 20-30 30 JG 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 80-90 90-100
Ranking: 1 2 7 e 10 9 6 5 4 3

(8) Relative
! Proba-

bility: .0058 .0086 .1398 .1536 .2334 .1998 .1209 .0957 .0242 .0182
With the fifth method, bisection, respondents were asked to give a
value of the uncertain quantity such that they believed that it was
equally likely that a randomly selected individual will have a value
above or below the given value. The respondent was then asked to,

I assume that he or she knew that the selected individual had a value
above (below) the value dividing the distribution in half. They were
then asked for a value that divided the halves in half. This procedure
was followed until the distribution was divided.into eight parts. The

;
experimenters then interpolated to get probabilities for,the ten treas
comparable to those from the other techniques.

!
The accuracy of the various methods was assessed by computing an error
score by summing the absolute differe,nces between the estimated and
actuarial values across ten question 'inhervals. This error score was
computed within assessment method and av'eraged across subject and
assessment session. Reliability of the methods was compared ' by taking
test-retest correlations between the two sessions'across subjects and
within distributions. As with the ace'uracy' calculations, the reliabil- ,

!- ity correlations were calculatro cocoariba- the ten intervals of the

i probability distributions ase,K d in session 1 with'those assessed in
} session 2. The acceptablitt of the methods was' simply the rating by .

! each assessor for each Se v.J .

While the subjects found the probability and bisection methods to be
more acceptable than the other methods, the ranking method proved to be

; the best in terms of accuracy. In addition to its accuracy in repro-
! ducing the true distributions, the ranking method was also equal to or
: better than the other methods in terms of reliability. Table 1 shows

| the accuracy and reliability results.

4

i
'
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TABLE 1

Results: Ludke et al. (1977)

Bisection Probability Ranking Log Odds Log-Log Odds

Reliability
(Average Test-Retest
Correlation) .981 .983 .999 .987 .980

Accuracy
(Average Error Per
Section of Distribution) .091 .071 .060 .070 .081i

5
i

Ranking, Log Odds, and Log-Log Bisection and Probability
Odds Together Together

j Acceptability
.

4

Easy to Use 31% 48%

Tiring and Boring 54% 36%

tio Confidence in Estimates 71% 41%

Willing to Give Estimates
for Actuct Use 29% 50%

.
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While the ranking method proved more accurate in Ludke et al. (1977),
it was criticized earlier by Morrison (1967) and Green (1967) on prac-
tical grounds. They, for instance, point out that for a distribution3

broken into ten parts, the judge who used paired comparisons to arrive
at a ranking would be required to make (9!)/(7!)(2!) = 36 paired com- '

parison judgments of first order differences, as opposed to a few
judgments for other procedures. This is in addition to the initial

*

paired comparisons of sections of the distributions needed to get the
first level ranking. A consideration important for experts estimating
HEPs is the difficulty of getting an expert to make a large number of
judgments reliably with only a vague understanding of the relationship
of the judgments to the desired outputs.

Ludke et al. (1977), notwithstanding the controversy over the ranking
procedure, seem to show that experts will and can provide the inputs
necessary for Crith': precedure. It should be noted, however, that the
respondents in that study preferred other procedures to the ranking
one, which in some instances may be important.

Two additional papers bear mention. We discuss them separately be-
cause, unlike the research discussed above, they do not use experimen-
tal data to justify their recommendations. Instead, they are based on
common sense and a good deal of applied experience in the assessment of
probabilities for decision making.

The first is a paper by Spetzler and Stael von Holstein (1975) that,

reviews the probability assessment procedures used in probability
encoding by the decision analysis group at Stanford Research Institute.
These procedures have been updated and modified based on several years
of application. Those interested in relevant applications of the
procedures are referred to Brown, Kahr, and Peterson (1974), Howard,
Matheson, and North (1972), and Spetzler and Zamora (1971).

The procedure arrived at consists of five parts. Briefly, they are as
follows:

1. Motivating - The analyst attempts to get an understanding of
the assessor's understanding of probabilities. Rules of .

probability are discussed and possible motivational biases
explored.

.

2. Structuring Event - The desired uncertain quantity is defined.
Conditionalities are explored. The expert may think of the>

event probability as conditional on other events. If so, the

conditionalities are explicitly incorporated into the model to

j avoid the difficulties of dealing with combinations of uncer-
tain quantities. The quality of the event definition is'

explored. For example, it is not meaningful to ask for "the

i probability distribution over the price of wheat in 1975,"

-16-
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because of poor specification of the event. However, "the

closing price of 10,000 bushels of durum wheat on June 30,
1975, at the Chicago Commodity Exchange" is a well-defined
quantity..

3. Conditioning - The major purpose of this phase of the encoding
process is to find out how the assessor makes estimates.i

Possible heuristic approaches are looked for in the subjective
thought process, and their impact on the optimality of the
response is explored with the assessor.

4. Encoding - A direct and an indirect procedure are used to
elicit judgments. The direct procedure is simply to ask for
either probabilities or odds or both. The indirect procedure
uses a lottery and a probability wheel--a yellow and blue disk,

with the proportion of yellow constituting a variable P in a
gamble. The assessor is asked to compare two gambles with
equal amounts to win and lose. In one gamble the assessor
wins if the event of interest (in this case, the human error)
occurs; and, in the other case, the assessor wins if a spinner
on the probability wheel lands on the yellow portion of the
wheel. The assessor is asked to change the portion of yellow
until he or she is indifferent between the two gambles. The

indifference proportion P is then taken as the probability of
the event of interest.

5. Verifying - Responses are checked for consistency and the
assessor is given feedback on the implications of his or her
responses. This is done in the form of further gambles, each

pair of gambles representing what would be indifferences if
the assessor were coherent and consistent.

One final point should be noted about this procedure. The length of

the interview ranges from 30 to 90 minutes, depending on such things as
importance and complexity of the uncertain quantity as well as the
subject's previous experience with probability estimation. This con-
stitutes an extreme handicap for the judgment of HEPs where expert time

,

is both costly and hard to get and many probability estimates are
needed. Of course, a relaxation of some portions of the procedure
could be tried as a time saving device.

a

A second applied article is of particular relevance to the HEP judgment
problem. Selvidge (1973), noting many applied situations where events
as rare as 10-8 or 10-9 are of enough importance because of their very
favorable or extremely severe consequences to warrant an attempt to
quantify them, developed a three-step procedure for their elicitation.
The steps are as follows:

-17-



1. Description and decomposition of the event and its setting.

- Specify the event to the extent necessary so that the
assessor is able to judge, without ambiguity, what proba-
bility is being asked for.

e

- Identify causes of the event: sets of mutually exclusive
initiating events and sequences of events.

.

- Identify assumptions about elements of the event, particu-
larly the populations of objects being considered and the
time of exposure.

2. Express uncertainty in relative terms.

3. Numerically express the probability.

Phase 1 of Selvidge's procedure is similar to that of Spetzler and
Stael von Holstein in that it attempts to acquaint the assessor with
the exact event of interest. It does, however, include an addition,
that of causal linkages. Several authors have noted the subjective
impact of causal thinking on probabilistic judgment (see, for instance,
Tversky and Kahneman, 1977), but Selvidge is the first to suggest that
it explicitly be incorporated into an assessment procedure. The proce-
dure also includes explicit consideration in the structuring process of
the population of events of which the defined event is a subset, an
element whose impact is of ten neglected in the judgment of uncertainty
(Kahneman and Tversky, 1979).

Phase 2 of the procedure is another addition to usual elicitation
methodologies. Rather than moving directly to the estimation of the
unknown probability, Selvidge suggests that the judge be asked to note
the likelihood of the event relative to several other rare events. She
goes on to suggest the development of a master list of these events
with known proh bilities. Once the judge had made a number of these
judgments, boundaries on the probability of the unknown event could be

i established to aid the judge. This aid could be of much help in light
I of the established problem subjects have with judging the extremes of

the probability scale (Edward et al., 1977. 1979). ,

i The final phase in the procedure involves direct estimation of not only
! the probability of interest, but also the probabilities of sub or super .

populations of events elicited during earlier phases. The judge is
also asked to determine probabilities within the causal linkages.
Inconsistencies are then pointed out to the judge, who is asked to

( reconcile them for the final estimate.
|

( 2.3 Use of Multiple Experts in Assessing Probabilities
l
,

' Using the information and judgment of multiple experts can have
I
|
|
t -18-
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something positive to offer to the judgment of unknown probabilities.
Not only is an equal or greater amount of information being brought to
bear, but also certain statistical advantages accure (for example,
reduced error variance around the estimate, and a measure of the agree-

ment between judgments). Seaver (1976), in a review of numerous stud-

les of group judgment, summarizes the following points regarding multi-,

ple assessors:

1. The product of multiple individuals, be it arrived at bye

aggregating the individual judgments or asking the individuals
to come to a consensus estimate, will, on the average, be more
accurate than the individual judgments primarily due to a

decrease in the variance of the error around the true value.
This is simply the statistical artifact that the mean of
several values will always have a smaller variance around the

true value than will the values from which it was derived.

2. The improved accuracy of group judgments over individual
Judgments appears to hold for factual judgments rather than
value judgments.

3. A larger diversity of individual sources of information and
opinion among group members will lead to relatively more
accurate judgments from groups compared with individual judg-
ments.

Two general approaches using multiple experts to assess probabilities
have been extensively explored. The first is called the statisticized

group approach. Individual estimates are made by multiple assessors
and mathematically aggregated. Procedures that have been tried include
everything from a simple arithmetic average of the individual estimates
in the discrete case, to extremely complex procedures (for a review,
see Seaver, 1976). Some attempts have been made to weight dif feren-
tially the judgments of different individuals according to their exper-
tise using either self-ratings, previous performance, or ratings by
others (Seaver, 197P; Stael von Holstein, 1971b, 1972; Winkler, 1971).
In all instances, the weighting procedure has had virtually no effect

on the judgments. The more complex aggregation procedures generally
rely on some version of Bayes' Theorem to aggregate the indiv 4ual

,

judgments into a combined group judgment (Dalkey, 1975; Morris, 1974,
1977; Winkler, 1968).

.

The second approach is to ask the individuals to interact as a group to
come to a " group" estimate of the unknown quantity, either through
reaching a consensus or through subsequently using some mathematical
aggregation technique. The constraints put upon their interaction and
the instructions they receive before that interaction constitute the
major differences among procedures. In an extreme case, the Delphi

procedure (Dalkey, 1969b) requires that the individuals not interact
face-to-face at all, but, instead, they make judgments and are given

!-19-
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i feedback about what the group as a whole responded (usually represented
j by summary statistics), and a new set of judgments are made. If, after
! some number of iterations, no consensus is reached, mathematical aggre-

gation is often used to provide the final group estimate. For most of e

j these procedures, some convergence of estimates is expected or even
i required. Seaver (1976; 1978) reviews both the statisticized group and

behavioral approaches to group estimation. *i

Results of the statisticized group procedures present a relatively
i consistent picture. In a large number of studies, small or no differ-

ences have been found in the quality of the group product among the'

aggregation procedures being compared, although often subjects pre-
ferred the simpler procedures (Gough, 1975; Rowse, Gustafson, and

| Ludke, 1974; Seaver, 1978; Stael von Holstein, 1972; Winkler, 1971;
'

Winkler and Cummings, 1972). In fact, an important practical finding
is that some of the more theoretically sophisticated techniques have

. proved difficult or impossible to apply in practice (Dalkey, 1975;
' Morris, 1971, 1974, 1975). Where differences have been found, they

tend to support the notion that a simple weighted additive combination
method is at least as good as or better than other more complex proce-a

dures (Seaver, 1976).
1

Much of the use of behavioral interaction has tocused on two tech-
niques: Delphi, developed by Dalkey and Helmer at the Rand Corporation
in the late 60's (e.g. , Dalkey, 1969a, 1969b), and the Nominal Groups

! Technique (NGT), developed at the University of Wisconsin (e.g.,
| Delbecq and Van de Ven, 1971). Other procedures for group interaction

or variations on the basic Delphi and NGT procedures do appear in the
literature. Most studies, however, include one or both of these two
techniques. In addition, in actual application, Delphi and, to a
lesser degree, NGT markedly dominate. Therefore, we will not detail
other procedures, but will discuss variations as appropriate.

|

| Although found in the literature in a number of forms, the Delphi

; procedure is usually distinguished by three characteristics: (1)
1 anonymity of group members; (2) iteration with controlled feedback; and
I (3) statistical group response (Dalkey, 1969b). Anonymity is a parti- ,

| cularly important aspect of the Delphi procedure, as it is meant to

; avoid problems of dominant personalities, status incongruities, pres-
sure for conformity, and so fornh; all conditions which can reduce the.'

.

f quality of group assessments. 4 ore comprehensive reviews and discus-
| sion of Delphi can be found ir Linstone and Turoff (1975), Pill (1971),

and Sackman (1975), which also include extensive bibliographies.
s

! NGT procedures get their name from the characteristics that the group
does not interact in a normal manner, but only in a very limited or
" nominal" sense. That is, the interaction allowed the group members is
tightly controlled. As discussed by Delbecq, Van de Ven, and Gustafson

!
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(1975), it is a four step procedure: (1) silent judgments by individ-
uals in the presence of +ba roup; (2) presentation to the group of all
individual judgments without discucsion; (3) group discussion of each
judgment for clarification and evaluation; and (4) individual recon- )
sideration of judgments and mathematical combination.

D

Delphi has received probably the widest applied acceptance of any of
the behavioral techniques. The procedure is easy to use, it is comfor-

e table for the users, it gives an answer to the problem, and probably
most important, it does not require that oarticipants be assembled in
the same geographic location. Anyone whc has tried to put together a l

meeting of high-level experts in any field understands the difficulty
and cost saved by removing this requiremer t.

The problem with Delphi is the lack of evidence that it gives good
answers. Only two studies (Dalkey, 1969a, 1969b) support Delphi as
superior to even simple face-to-face discussion groups. And, this
evidence is based on nonexperts, very few questions (20, of which
Delphi's answers were better for 13), and only two groups of subjects.
On the other hand, there is considerable evidence that Delphi results
in answers that are no better or worse than other procedures (Brock-
hoff, 1975; Van de ven and Delbecq, 1974).

Although neither Delphi nor NGT was developed as a probability estima-
tion technique, they have been used for such purposes. Four recent
studies have been performed on this topic. The first such study (Gus-
tafson, Shukla, Delbecq, and Walster, 1973) compared four procedures
for determining a group judgment of the likelihood ratio of two hypo-

! theses. In addition to Delphi and NGT, a statisticized group and an
interaction group were compared. In the interaction group, members
freely discussed ideas, but made judgments individually which were then
aggregated mathematically. Using the geometric mean of the deviation
(GMD) of the group likelihood ratios from the true likelihood ratios as
the measure of goodness, the NGT produced the best estimates (GMD = 78)
and the Delphi groups produced the worst (GMD = 128). The statis-
ticized (GMD = 114) and the interacting groups (GMD = 111) were about
the same.

A second study by Gough (1975) claimed to confirm the Gustafson et al.,

findings. Again, the nominal groups attained the best performance,
followed by the interaction groups, Delphi, and a group asked to recon-
sider individual estimates with no formal exchange of information..

But, a subsequent analysis of the Gough data indicated the differences
were not statistically significant (Fischer, 1981). Fischer, using
procedures similar to those of Gustafson et al. (1973), except for the
substitution of consensus groups for the interacting groups, found no
significant dif ferences between procedures. Both Fischer and a subse-
quent study by Seaver (1978) suggest that the Gustafson et al. results
were the consequence of the particular method used to evaluate judg-
ments.
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The study by Seaver (1978) compared Delphi, nominal groups, a modified
nominal group procedure, a consensus procedure, and a no interaction
group. In the modified nominal group procedure, subjects each pre-
sented their assessment verbally along with any reasons underlying the
assessment or information that might be useful to other group members,

*
but were not allowed free discussion. The consensus procedure gave no

instructions except that the group must arrive at a group consensus of
the probability. ,

In addition, a number of techniques for aggregating individual judg-
ments to form statisticized group judgments were compared. Three

weighting procedures were used to aggregate the individual assessments;
equal weights, weights derived from self-ratings for each judgment, and
weights derived from a model proposed by DeGroot (1974). In the De-

Groot model, individuals are assumed to iteratively revise their own

probabilities as weighted linear combinations of the revealed probabil-
ities of other group members. A constant matrix of weights, W, with

elements wij, the weight assigned by the i person to person j; and a
vector of initial individual probability distributions, P, with ele-

for the m individuals is also assumed.ments Pi,....Pm

DeGroot shows that, after n iterations,

p(n) = WPID-1) = W P,D
- -.

is the vector of probabilities, which will converge if there is a

(w*,....,wj) such that:vector W* =

n eLim w =w
13 3n+o

| 13
~

The elements of W* can be found bywhere w". as an element of w".

solving the set of linear equations w*W = w* subject to the constraint:l

I m
E
j=1 W* " l-

*
,

| Aggregation models tested were the linear model, the geometric mean
model and the likelihood ratio model. The linear and geometric mean
models are, as the names imply, simply the arithmetic procedures of a' ,

linear weighted average and a geometric weighted average of the individ-
ual probability estimates. The likelihood ratio model updated a uni-
form prior probability using each of the individual likelihood ratios
as pieces of information in the Bayesian formulation. According to

this formulation, each of the individual likelihood ration constitute a

datum (Q 1) in the equation:
|

On " Go -

|
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i Do is the prior odds for the hypothesis in question and O is the '

n
posterior odds af ter all data have been aggregated. !

!

! The quadratic scoring rule, a proper scoring rule similar to the Brier
score, was used to score the group estimates stemming from each of j

| these procedures. The formula for this scoring procedure is:*

"

S = 2P(0 ) - P(0 )22

, k k i=1
1
. where Sk is the score if event Ok ccurs, P(O ) is the probabilityk
} assigned to event k and P(0j) is the probability assigned to the other

j events. No significant difference was found among the assessments,

| produced by the dif ferent behavioral procedures.
1

2.4 Problems and Biases in the Assessment of Subjective Probability

. An examination of the literature on probability assessment and psycho-
I logical measurement raises the strong possibility that first cut judg-

ments of probabilities often do not (with notable exceptions discussed

| earlier) correspond to objective values. There are those for whom this
i external criterion approach to validation of probability judgments is

meaningless, i.e., the "subjectivists," but for the purposes of this
review, we have assumed that the notion of a "true" probability, exter-,

nal to the judge, is meaningful. Thus, we are able to look at the,

impacts of error, both random and systematic, in the assessment of
,

probability.

j A number of biases have been described since the original finding of
i " conservatism" in probability revision (Phillips and Edwards, 1966).
| In fact, a unified theory of judgment for probabilities and inferential
; judgment of all kinds is being developed (see Slovic, Fischhof f, and

Lichtenstein, 1977, for a more complete review). We will not attempt4

to discuss each finding in detail, but will merely name and briefly
describe the biases relevant to the subjective judgment of human error

i probabilities.

von Winterfeldt (1980) presents the following conceptualization of
errors affecting subjective judgment:,

4

| 1. Unspecific random error in judgments

i
a. Imprecise measurement, rounding errors - The tendency to

use round numbers (possibly to avoid the appearance of
unjustified over precision) is an error of this type.
Assessors have been found to use a limited number of values

; (.05, .10, ..., .95, etc.) to represent all of their judg-
ments. Thus, events that the assessor does not feel are of

f the same magnitude may be forced into the same category or

f value.

!
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b. Internal fluctuation of the response generating mechanism -
This type of error can occur even when the assessor has a
strong sense of the likelihood of the event's occurrence.
The error occurs when the method by which the assessor

turns a cognitive sense of likelihood into a judgment ,

fluctuates in response to factors that are irrelevant to
the judgment. Examples of factors that could be expected
to effect judgment stability are fatigue, concentration, or ,

stress.

c. Iabile values, shifts of emphasis - This error reflects

changes over time in the values that the assessor express-
es, which may result from shifts in the information the
assessor is using to make his or her judgment or shifts in
the relative weight given to alternative information sets.

2. Response biases

'

a. Central tendency - The tendency to shift response in both
halves toward the middle of the response scale. For exam-
ple, if probability estimates are to be made on a percent-
age scale, assessors often shift their responses toward the
50 percent point (Johnson, 1977). Notice that such central
tendency can lead to incorrectly coherent judgments. That

i is, if both high (.5-1.0) and low (0 .5) are shifted toward
the middle of the scale they may still sum to one, and yet
both judgments deviate from the true judgment toward the
center.

b. Avoidance of, extremes - Similar to central tendency bias,
but here the judge is pulled away from extreme values

;

; rather than drawn toward the middle (Lichtenstein et al. ,
' 1978). The effect is thought to be related to scale bound-

ing (the assessor 63es not want to use too extreme a re-
sponse and not have room for more extreme ones later).
This suggests the use of unbounded scales (odds, likelihood
ratios) rather than bounded ones (probabilities, percent-
ages). ,

I c. Use of the whole scale - Another finding is that probabil-

ity assessors ignore extreme anchors and use the whole ,

scale (Stillwell et al., 1977). For example, when a scale
;

i is anchored by a very likely outcome at one end and a very
unlikely one at the other, and several alternatives are
presented that are all near the event of low likelihood,

,- assessors will tend to spread their responses over the

! entire range of the scale. However, there is some evidence
that the relative spacing appropriately reflects relative
probability ratios (Goodman, 1973; Stillwell et al., 1977).

4
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d. Anchoring and insufficient adjustment - The assessor an-
chors his or her judgment on some readily available point
on a scale (e.g., the 50 percent point in judging the
likelihood of an event). Then adjustment is made in the

appropriate direction. However, usually that adjustment is
insufficient (Tversky and Kahneman, 1974).

.

3. Processing biases

8 a. Conservatism - Conservatism refers to the finding that
assessors do not revise their probabilities upon the re-
ceipt of information as much as they should according to
Bayes' Theorem, the normative rule (Phillips and Edwards,
1966). Consequently, judged probabilities assessed after
the receipt of information are less extreme and do not
cohere with posterior probabilities calculated from likeli-
hood ratios and prior probabilities using Bayes' Theorem.

b. Representativeness - This error results from assessors
considering a sample from a population as more likely if
that sample " represents" or resembles the population. For

example, when asked to estimate the relative likelihood of
samples generated from one of two binomial distributions,
assessors tend to generate estimates by using the similar-
ity of proportion of successes (s/n) to that of the two
possible parent populations rather than the formally cor-
rect difference between successes and failures (s-f).

c. Availability - This is the tendency to overestimate the
likelihood of events that are "available," i.e., those for
which relevant examples are easy to recall, and underesti-
mate those for which recall is difficult. For example,

when asked to judge the frequency of death from various
causes, assessors have been found to overestimate events
that receive much media attention (e.g., plane crash,

homicide) and underestimate those that receive little atten-
tion (e.g., emphysema, asthma) (Lichtenstein eti al. , 1978).

d. Neglect of[ base rates - Assessors tend to focus on individ-
uating information when making categorical judgments ando

ignore the base rates of the categories.

e e. Overconfidence - Assessors are often found to express more
certainty in probabilistic answers than their " track re-
cord" (in terms of hit rate) justifies. Judgments of one
and zero are much more common than the extremity of their

meaning (always and never) makes logical. This finding may
be related to perception of control studies where the
people will greatly overstate the likelihood of success on
a task when they are given some element of control versus
the case where the outcome is either completely out of
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control (random) or in the control of others. Such a
subconscious bias might occur in numerous instances where
the events being considered are human actions.

f. Nonregressiveness - This bias reflects the failure to be
cognizant of imperfect relationships between predictor '

variables and the quantity to be judged (in this case
probability). A statistical fact is that prediction should

'regress toward the mean of predicted values in light of an
imperfect relationship. For instance, when predicting the
IQ of a child from that of the parents, the relationship is
not perfect and, therefore, the prediction should be closer
to the mean of all iqs (i.e., 100) than the mean of the t,wo
parents' iqs. Assessors will of ten simply use the mean of
the predictors or the equivalent mean of deviation of the
outcome variable rather than the properly regressive value.

4. Context effects

a. Neglect of relevant (but minor) aspects - Incoherence of
judgments may be produced by inappropriate influences of
context on a given judgment. A well-known example is
Tversky's (1969) intransitivity of preferences, in which
subjects produced fundamental intransitive preferences for
gambles because they focused on different minor aspects of
the gambles at different times.

b. Relevance of irrelevant aspects - Assessors may use informa-
tion irrelevant to the judgment to be made. An example is
the effect of magnitude of response scale on magnitude of
judgment found by Stillwell et al. (1977). In either case,
neglect of relevant aspects or the use of irrelevant as-
pects of the problem, errors can be produced by an inappro-
priate information processing strategy generated by drawing
attention from relevant, or to irrelevant, contexts.

c. Isolation effect - This effect has been found in the con-
text of gambles where assessors ignore the impact of fea-
tures that are common to each of.the gambles being evalu- ,

ated. Although there is no evidence for or against it,
this may also be the case when assessors are comparing
event likelihoods. .

, d. Value induced bias - Wallsten (1978) discusses this bias,

[ commonly found in medical contexts, in which the likelihood
j of outcomes with extremely high negative value (e.g., brain

tumor, cancer) are routinely overestimated. This can be
viewed as a " conservative" approach to diagnosis, always
putting extra weight onto occurrences with particularly bad
consequences.
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Many biases are explained as attempts by the assessor to make infer-
ences in a complex, confusing envirosment with only limited information
storage, retrieval, and processing i.bilities. The assessor tries to
bring his or her information to bear on the estimation problem, and in
the process loses some and misuses other relevant portions. Often, in

this process, the assessor uses simplification strategies that some-
times work quite well, but at other times can lead to poor and incon-i

sistent judgments.

Cognizance of these biases and their impact on the judgment of HEPs'

should dictate the development of any procedure to be used in elicita-
tion. Several of the above-discussed problems are of particular rele-
vance to HEP judgment, but each is likely to impact the elicitation in
at least a small way. One of the goals of our effort is to develop
procedures that eliminate or reduce these biases in estimates of HEPs.

2.5 Training Probability Assessors

Training of assessors for HEP judgments could be the single most effec-
tive tool for improving the quality of those elicited numbers. Train-
ing can take a number of forms, depending on the time available to the
assessor as well as how stringent the requirements are for the assessed
numbers. The literature on the training of probability assessors is
limited, but it does suggest several approaches to training, some that
have been validated, others that have not.

One type of training involves feedback of the calibration of judges'
responses. An early study (Adams and Adams, 1958) using this type of
feedback found some improvement after feedback. Subjects were asked to
determine whether pairs of words presented together were synonyms,
antonyms, or unrelated. They then gave an estimate of the confidence
they had in their choice on a scale defined to them in a way very
similar to how we have defined calibration: " Subjects were instructed
to express their confidence in terms of the percentage of responses,
made at that particular level of confidence, that they expect to be

. Of those responses made with confidence level p, about p%correct . .

should be correct," (pp. 432-433). Only the responses .33 (there were
three alternatives), .4, .5, .6, .7, .8, .9, and 1.0 were allowed.
Thirteen of the fourteen subjects who were shown calibration tallies
and calibration curves after each of the first four sessions showedo
decreases in discrepancy scores for the fifth session, while the six
control subjects who did not receive this feedback showed a poorer
performance. The discrepancy scores were calculated by takiag the meane

absolute difference of the proportion of correct responses a ssigned to
a category and the appropriate proportion, weighted by the square root
of the number of judgments in that category. Thus, if 45 percent of
the items that the subject assigned to the category .8 were correct and
20 were assigned, the score for that category would bc /lRi ( . 8 . 45 ) =

1.57. The mean decrease in discrepancy scores for the 14 experimental
subjects was 48 percent (13.20-6.28) while the control subjects in-
creased 36 percent (11.16-15.22).
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Adams and Adams (1961) report that in a nonsense syllable learning task
with large overconfidence after one trial, improvement occurred after
16 trials with feedback of the type discussed above. They also briefly
report a " transfer of training" experiment that over five days used
dif ferent experimental tasks. They were, on the first day, judgments
about the proportion of blue dots in an array of blue and red dots; on 8

the second and fourth days, judgments about the truth or falsehood of
general statements; on the third day, comparisons of physical weights;

'and, on the fif th day, judgments (synonym, antonym, or unrelated) about
pairs of words. Eight experimental subjects, given calibration feed-
back during the first four days, showed on the fifth day a mean abso-
lute discrepancy score significantly lower than that of eight control
(no feedback) subjects, suggesting some transfer of training. Unfor-
tunately, they do not report their data.

Iloffman and Peterson (1972), using the Brier score, found significant
differences between experimental and control groups in their perform-
ance after training. They conducted two experiments. In the first,

student subjects answered 75 two-alternative questions and gave confi-
dence judgments in the form of probabilities in each of three sessions.
The questions were almanac types questions of the type "The capitol of
Oregon is A) Eugene or B) Portland." The experimental group received
the scoring rule feedback after each question during each of the three
sessions while the control group did not. Ten of the 12 experimental
subjects had better average scores for the third session than for the
first, while in the control group six had better first sessions and six
better third sessions.

In the second experiment, 15 military intelligence analysts served as
subjects. Few of the analysts had experience with making probabilistic
estimates or were familiar with scoring rules. The scoring rule used
in this experiment was a variation on the Brier score in which highe
scores are better. The authors do not report the type of questions
used in the second experiment. They found that 12 of the 15 analysts
earned higher scores in the third session and three in the first. They
do not report the magnitude of the improvement.

Schaefer and Borcherding (1973) examined the effect of training on the
assessment of continuous probabilities. The questions involved judging ,

the distributions of individual characteristics of students at the
university at which the subjects were also students. Distributions
were assessed in two ways. In the first, the subjects assessed cumula- =

tive probability distributions using a fractile procedure. The second
procedure was called "the prior equivalent sample" procedure. In this

procedure, the subject is asked to provide the parameters r and n of a
beta distribution. The parameter r represents the number of successes
in n samples from a data generating process. The value r/n corresponds
to the mean of the distribution, and the size of the parameters r and n
to the level of confidence, that is, the tightness of the underlying
distribution.
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Subjects were run in four experimental sessions, each one week apart.
During each session, 18 probability distributions were assessed by each
method. At the beginning of the second, third, and fourth sessions,
subjects were shown a table with estimated fractiles for method one and
the corresponding fractiles for method two for each subjective proba-
bility distribution assessed. Subjects were told that ideally the true

* value would always fall into the same category of the distribution.
They were also told to pay particular attention to their assessed
distributions for which the actual value fell in the extreme categor-

' ies.

Results were expressed in terms of the proportion of true values that'

fell in the interquartile range and the extremes of the distribution
(below the .01 and above the .99 fractiles) averaged across subjects.
For the perfectly calibrated assessor, 50 percent of the actual values

| should fall in the interquartile range and two percent (one percent
above and one percent below) should fall into the two extreme categor-
les. Table 2 shows the percentages over the four weekly sessions.
Even with this substantial improvement, all distributions are still too

i " tight" with too few values falling in the interquartile range and too
many in the extreme ranges.

Studies by Winkler (1967) and Stael von Holstein (1971a, 1972) suggest
a second type of training. They found that, among individuals familiar'

with the subject matter, judging the likelihoods of events that had not
yet occurred or for which they could not have exact information, those
who were more statistically knowledgeable in addition to their substan-
tive knowledge produced as good or better estimates than those who were
only substantively knowledgeable. Winkler (1967) used three groups of
subjects. A "no-stat" group (N = 15) had no statistics training beyond
an introductory course. The " stat" group (N = 20) had significant
statistical training including several business statistics courses'and

j specific training in probability calculus and Bayesian statistics. The
" math-stat" group included two ph.D. candidates in statistics and a'

professor of statistics. Each of the subjects answered questions about
I the demographic characteristics of the student population at the univer-
I sity in which they were enrolled or were teaching. The study examined
i the medians of the maximum vertical discrepancies between cumulative

probability distributions assessed by different methods (thus testing
, reliability and coherence), and found that the " math-stat" group had by

far the lowest median discrepancies (.089) compared to the " stat" group;

| (.215) and a slightly higher discrepancy for the "no-stat" group
* (.251).

The study by Stael von Holstein (1972) used five groups of subjects in
a stock market prediction task. The groups were: (1) ten persons
actively working in the stocks and bonds department of a Stockholm

. bank, (2) ten persons actively connected with the Swedish Stock Ex-
I change, (3) 11 people associated with the Institute of Mathematical

Statistics at the University of Stockholm (UOS), (4) 13 business admin-
istration professors at UOS, and (5) 28 business administration stu-

I dents at UOS. They were asked to state their probabilities for each of
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TABLE 2

Percentages of Actual Values in the Interquartile Range (Correct Value = 50%)

and Extreme Ranges (Correct Value = 2%)

!

Session 1 2 3 4

Method 1, Interquartile Range 22.5 30.3 36.9 37.9,

o
1

Method 2, Interquartile Range 15.7 38.1 37.4 48.2

Method 1, Extreme Range 38.8 14.9 16.0 11.9

Mc. hod 2, Extreme Range 49.U 21.5 15.5 5.6

_ _ -
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five categories into which the prices of 12 stocks on the European
Stock Exchange would fall two weeks after their predictions. The
categories were:

1. The buying price decreases more than 3%.
4

2. The buying price decreases 1-3%.

*
3. The buying price changes at most 1%.

4. The buying price increases 1-3%.

5. The buying price increases more than 3%.

Responses were scored using the quadratic scoring rule which is a
linear transformation of the Brier scoring rule and thus is also a
proper scoring rule. The transformation was such that higher scores
were better.

The quality of all responses was relatively poor, probably reflecting
task difficulty rather than poor judgment. A subject using the strate-
gy of simply predicting the category rates of these stocks for the
previous year would score 7.2, while the average subject scored 6.69.
There were small differences between the groups, with scores of 6.39,
6.75, 6.80, 6.64, and 6.74 for the bankers, stock brokers, statisti-
cians, business administration professors, and business administration
students, respectively. The important aspect seems to be that those
with statistical training, i.e., the statisticians, professors, and
students, seemed to do just as well as the stock brokers and somewhat
better than the bankers, the latter two being considered the substan-
tive experts.

One possible implication of this work is that experts in a substantive
area will benefit from statistical information (a short explanation of
the simpler rules of probability could make a large difference) when
making probabilistic judgment in their own area of substantive exper-
tise. A more extensive form of statistical training would include
examples and explanation of known biases in human judgment and consis-
tency checks that the expert could perform to ensure against them.e

Another important aspect to the studies discussed above is that, in
8 experiments where the analyst worked one-on-one with the assessor and

pointed out inconsistencies, the assessor was eble to generalize and
improve performance on other estimation tasks (Winkler, 1971). This
suggests a third type of training, training by example and counter-
example. This procedure would be somewhat akin to feedback training,
but would be built around specific examples where biased judgment
has been shown to have a particularly strong impact. Many of the
examples of Tversky and Kahneman (1974) and Kahneman and Tversky (1979)
are of this type. They provide the judge with striking evidence of the
biases to which judgment can be subject.
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2.6 New Methods for Resolving Inconsistent Judgments

In many instances for assessing probabilities (or other types of judg-
mental data), an overspecified set of judgments will be available. For

'example, if ratio estimates of relative likelihood were made for all
pairs of n events, there would be n(n-1)/2 judgments where only n-1
judgments are needed to minimally specify the rank order and interval

,

spacing of scale values. These multiple judgments (up to n(n-1)/2)
cannot be expected to be entirely consistent--some inconsistencies
enter into all judgmental processes--but they are, nevertheless, desir-
able because of the additional information they provide. The problem
then becomes one of determining their degree of consistency (high
levels of inconsistency would suggest the entire judgmental process is
suspect) and resolving the inconsistencies in an appropriate manner.

Saaty (1977, 1980) has developed the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP)
to handle this problem for ratio judgments. The AHP uses the maximum
eigenvalue, A of the matrix of ratio judgments as the scale valuesmax,
resolving inconsistencies. The amount of inconsistency is indexed by
(A -n)/(n-1), and Saaty (1980, p. 51) provides a rule of thumb thatmax
if this index is less than .1, the judgments are of acceptable consis-
tency.

Freeling (1981) suggests an alternative to the AHP which uses least
squares methods to resolve inconsistencies and determine scale values,
allows for differential weighting of estimates in the matrix of ratio
judgments, and does not require all n(n-1)/2 ratio judgments. This
latter point is important for practical purposes. We suspect that some
additional judgments beyond the n-1 minimal set may be quite useful,
but that certainly all n(n-1)/2 judgments are not needed.

Freeling's method can also be extended to the multiple expert situation
where several judges each provide a (possibly inconsistent) set of
ratio judgments. The method for reconciliation of inconsistencies
across judges is again a least squares procedure. Freeling has also
provided for a statistical test of the inconsistency of judgments in
the matrix.

F

We view this procedure as very promising for situations where ratio
estimates of HEPs are made. Its flexibility with respect to the number

*of experts and the number of judgments from each expert is desirable.
The output of Freeling's method would give the ratios between the
probabilities of different events; for example P(A) = 2P(B). However,

to convert these values into probabilities scaled from zero to one,
some further information is required. An easy way in which this might
be achieved is to include one event of known probability in the assess-
ment. For example, if we know P( A) = 0.5, then we could deduce P(B) =

0.25.
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2.7 Defining and Structuring Judgments

A crucial component of the judgment of human error probability is that
the expert understand the exact nature of the judgment to be made. For
this reason, it is important to determine the factors that contribute
to the likelihood of errors in nuclear power plant operations. These
" Performance Shaping Factors" (PSPs) (Swain and Guttmann, 1980) are

,

special circumstances, unique to the plant, operator, or specific
situation that make error more or less likely than the average of the

a same general situation characteristics across the industry. Thus, PSPs
help to more exactly identify the situation to be judged.

There are two aspects to the PSF problem. First, the more important
relevant factors in any HEP situation must be identified, and second,
the relationship of the PSPs to probability of human error must be
determined. Mathematical psychology and psychological scaling can
contribute to each of these aspects.

In some sense, the first part of the PSF problem, that of identifica-
tion of the relevant PSFs for any given HEP judgment, is the problem of
complete description. The more completely spelled out the PSPs are in
a given situation, the better the expert will know just what event is
being judged. The expert is therefore less likely to introduce per-
sonal interpretations not actually found in the situation.

Psychological scaling can make a number of contributions to the identi-
fication problem. Often PSPs are not clearly identified for a given
judgment. One means of identification is through the use of expert
judgment in a Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) paradigm (Kruskal and
Wish, 1978) or using related techniques derived from factor analysis
(Rummel, 1969). Experts are asked to provide judgments of similarity,
distance in some n-dimensional space, or even simple dominance (greater
or less than) for pairs of stimuli. Of course, the resolution of the
solution improves as the strength of the input information increases.
MDS analysis is then used to explore the judgment matrix to determine
its dimensionality. In much the same way, input judgments of simple
probabilities could be used in a factor analytic paradigm to examine
general factors underlying the probabilistic judgments. The expert, in
conjunction with the analyst, is left with the task of giving meaning
to the dimensions or factors thus discovered. These dimensions or

' factors are the PSPs. The major difference between the two analytic
approaches is'the nature of the input judgment.

| A second approach to the identification of PSPs is to use the social

| facilitation (Zajonc, 1965) aspect of group interaction. Many of the
| behavioral interaction techniques discussed under groups could be used

as qualitative elicitation procedures for PSPs. For instance, with
mild alteration to fit the qualitative nature of the output sought, the
limited interaction approach associated with the nominal groups proce-
dure lends itself well to the investigation of the PSF problem. An
additional benefit accrues if the same group is used to judge the HEP
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for which the PSPs have been defined. That is, the problem of misunder-
standing of the specific HEP to be judged is solved in that the group
has defined and agreed to its exact characteristics in previous interac-
tion.

The second part of the PSF problem, determining the relationships ,

between the cues (PSPs) and the criterion (HEP), can benefit less from
ideas of psychological scaling than from those of another area of
mathematical psychology, namely behavioral decision theory. With the a

judgment of HEPs, we are faced with the problem of unraveling a complex
pattern of interconnections relating the HEP to the PSPs as well as the
PSPs to each other. It has been suggested (Swain and Guttmann, 1980)
that the relationships may be multiplicative between PSPs, nonlinear
between PSFs and the HEP, or relationships of a number of other kinds
may exist. Certainly, we can assume that the PSPs are not independent
in their contribution to the magnitude of the HEP.

How then do we determine the optimal relationship? We do not have data
directly relating the parts to one another, and thus we would need to
use expert judgment to arrive at the relationships. A method kn v.. as
paramorphic representation of judgment (Hoffman, 1960) has been dis-
cussed as a solution to the problem. Once we have the PSFs that define
the HEP situation that we want to examine, we ask the expert to provide
judgments of the HEP for a large number (10+ per PSF) of combinations
of those factors. Multiple regression, or possibly some biased estima-
tion technique such as ridge regression is then used to derive a model
of the judge from his or her own judgments. Thus, in an indirect
manner we are able to derive the role of the individual PSFs in driving
the judgments of HEP as well as to determine the interrelationship
between PSPs. We are not constrained by the usual linearity and inde-
pendence assumptions of linear regression if we use the experts them-
selves to advise us as to the models (nonmonotonic or higher order
terms for instance) to be tested. These models will provide remarkably
good estimates and can even replace the judges from whose judgments
they were derived (e.g., Camerer, 1981; Dawes and Corrigan, 1974).

2.0 Summary

On the basis of literature reviewed in this section, the following
,

statements regarding expert assessment of HEPs can be made:

1. Experts are generally able to provide accurate likelihood ,

assessments both in terms of agreement with objective likeli-
hoods (usually relative frequencies) when they exist and
calibration when they do not. Assessments are improved if (a)
feedback (in terms of consistency of responses, proper scoring
rule, example and counterexample, or simply correct answers,
when they exist) is provided, (b) the experts are well-moti-
vated, and (c) the experts are experienced with quantitative
thinking and judgments.
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,

2. When directly estimating discrete likelihoods, estimates are
more accurate and reliable when (a) made in writing rather
than verbally, (b) made in odds (ratios) rather than probabil-
ities, and (c) made on logarithmic scales.g

!

3. Judgments are more accurate when multiple elicitation approach-

e es are used and inconsistencies are resolved.

4. The likelihood to be elicited should be carefully and complete-
ly defined and structured, including definition of the popula-
tion of which the event is a member and causal linkages with

other characteristics and/or events.

5. Multiple experts with varying sources and types of information
should be used, assuming, of course, that they are suf ficient-
ly knowledgeable about the question under consideration.

6. Arithmetic combinations of multiple estimates produce esti-
mates that are as good as those produced by interacting
groups, but the process is less acceptable to the experts.

!
7. Several biases are known for the judgments required, and

should be pointed out to experts making judgments.

8. Training, particularly in probabilistic thinking, can effec-
tively improve the experts' likelihood estimates.

9. Techniques for reconciling inconsistent ratio judgments appear
promising for improving HEP estimates.

!
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3.0 PSYCHOLOGICAL SCALING

Scaling is the process of assigning numbers to objects, events, or
properties of either, in such a fashion that the numbers represent
relationships among scaled entities (Coombs, Dawes, and Tversky, 1970).
The purpose of scaling is to allow numbers to substitute for the ob- ,

jects or events in question. We may, therefore, derive further rela-
tionships by performing mathematical operations on those numbers.

a

Substituting numbers for psychological objects, such as preferences or
attitudes, is inherently difficult. Such objects are not directly
observable and thus psychologists have studied various scaling methods
to enable quantitative manipulation of variables and various conditions
under which such number assignment is possible. This latter enterprise
is more correctly dubbed " measurement theory" (Coombs, Dawes, and
Tversky, 1970; Roberts, 1979; Suppes and Zinnes, 1963).

Data rarely conform exactly to the measurement theorist's axioms. So,

in addition to being able to generate numbers to represent objects, a
scaling procedure often must include a means for removing judgmental
"crror" from the data and a means of estimating "true" scale values for
the objects.

It should be noted that scaling is not just the systematic assignment
of numbers to objects; the assignment must be meaningful. Cliff (1973)
gives four conditions under which scaling is meaningful: (1) the scale
values are indicative of consistent and numerous relationships among
the data r ( 2 ) one has an underlying measurement theory that assumes
knowledge of which scale value transformations still preserve the data
relationships; (3) one has a detailed algorithm for transforming raw
data into scale values; and (4) one can demonstrate that the obtained
scales have external validity. This requires an additional data set
from that which produced the scale values.

Conditions (1) and (2) above represent no problem for probability
estimation and scaling. A comprehensive set of rules dictates the
scale value transformations that still preserve the. data relations.
Conditions (3) and (4), on the other hand, raise questions for a proba-
bility scaling procedure.

,

Condition (3) is not a problem in the usual sense, i.e., no detailed
solution procedure exists. Rather, a larger number of procedures exist ,

that have been shown to provide different answers to the same ques-
tions. And in situations where an external criterion has been used to
test the judgments, no one procedure hac boon shown to routinely pro-
vide the best numbers.

Still, given the wealth of assessment procedures and the quality of
judgment in some judgmental situations (for example, estimates obtained
from weather forecasters), we are confident that condition (3) is
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solvable by the appropriate choice of procedure. Solution of condition

(3) dictates solution of condition (4). Thus, given that we can choose
the appropriate procedure for assessment, we have fulfilled conditions
for development of a scale of judgmental probabilities.

3.1 Techniques of scaling

I
With the above discussion as motivation for our search of the scaling
literature, we now turn to the task of detailing scaling procedures and

a finally determining those useful as probability assessment techniques.
Psychologists have devised several scaling methods to ensure proper
number assignment to objects. With respect to scaling subjective
probability, two points should be noted. First, most scaling tech-
niques produce ordinal, interval, or ratio scales, while the probabil-
ity scale is absolute. Thus, general scaling procedures must be modi-
fled to produce an absolute scale. And, second, the requirements of a
scaling technique must be practically feasible, i.e., they cannot ask
judges for more or different information than they can provide. Fail-
ure to fulfill either of these considerations invalidates a scaling
technique for use as a probability scaling procedure.

Torgerson (1958) lists several ways in which standard psychological
scaling techniques differ. For our purposes, we shall rely on three
basic aspects of scaling:

(1) differences in theoretical approach;

(2) differences in assessment procedures; and

(3) differences in analytical procedures.

Since the nature of this review is to highlight pragmatic concerns,
points (2) and (3) will receive considerable attention, whereas infor-
mation relevant to point (1) will be noted only as needed.

3.1.1 Scaling by paired comparisons. Paired comparison scaling was
introduced by Thurstone (1927) as a means of scaling psychological
attributes which have no physical basis. Every possible pair of n
stimuli is presented to n subjects. The task of each subject is to
indicate which member of the pair dominates the other with respect to

t the attribute to be scaled. If the attribute is subjective probabil-
ity, for each pair we would ask, "which event is more likely?" No
equality judgments are allowed, and a stimulus, generally, is not

'
compared with itself. The relevant datum for each stimulus pair is the

proportion of time that, say, stimulus j dominates stimulus k. This

relationship is assumed to be symmetric so the proportion of time that

k dominates j is one ndnus the proportion of time that j dominates k.
Scale values for each stimulus are derived either according to Thur-
stone's law of comparative judgment (1927) or its major competitor, the
Bradley-Terry-Luce model of choice (Bradley and Terry, 1952; Luce,

1959).
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Torgerson (1958) provides a detailed description of these models. The
law of comparative judgment assumes that each stimulus is represented
by a distribution of subjective magnitude. In comparing two stimuli, a

magnitude is selected randomly from each distribution, which corre-
sponds to selecting a value randomly from the distribution of differ-
ences. The proportion of times stimulus j is judged to be greater than ,
stimulus k is taken as an estimate of the area of the distribution of
differences where the difference is positive.

4

The law of comparative judgment assumes the distribution of differences

j is a normal distribution, thus scale values are derived by taking the
normal deviates associated with the proportions. As noted by Coombs
(1964), this is a normal curve transformation of proportions into scale
values. The Bradley-Terry-Luce model, although derived under different
assumptions, is similar except that it utilizes a logistic transforma-
tion rather than a normal curve transformation.

The selection of scale-producing models reflects one's theoretical
biases more than method superiority. In addition, scale values derived

from both models are closely, and systematically, related (Torgerson,
1958; Yellot, 1977). Methods for controlling bias in the paired com-
parisons situation have been developed by Ross (1934), Torgerson
(1958), and Wherry (1938).

1

The greatest single criticism that can be levied against the method of

! paired comparisons is that for large n, the number of judgments from
each subject is prohibitively large. For example, with 20 stimuli, 190

| pairs exist; for 50 stimuli, 1225 pairs; for 100 stimuli, 4950 pairs.
Fortunately, methods for reducing thw number of judgments required are
well documented (Bock and Jones, 1968; David, 1963; Torgerson, 1958).
These methods allow valid scale values to still be generated with
little loss of information.

Torgerson (1958) suggests some relatively simple practical ways to
reduce the required number of judgments. One method is to select a set
of standard stimuli from the total stimuli set and compare other stimu-
11 only against the standards. A second method, which requires a rough
a priori ranking of stimuli, requires that each stimulus only be com-
pared to others that are "close" to it in terms of the characteristic

Ibeing scaled. Another method divides .e stimulus set into overlapping
subsets, each of which is scaled sepa nely with the overlapping stimu-
li used to connect the scales. A finat suggestion is to use nonover-

,

lapping subsets of stimuli, with a set of standard stimuli, which are
used to relate the subsets to one another.

Bock and Jones (1968) and David (1963) present more detailed and sta-
tistically justifiable designs based on balanced and partially balanced
incomplete block designs. They also discuss similar designs for use
with multiple judges where all judges do not judge the same pairs of

l stimuli. Such designs are important in situations where some compari-
sons among judges are wanted.
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3.1.2 Scaling by ranking. Ranking techniques are formally equivalent
to paired comparison techniques--all paired comparisons can be derived
from a rank order of events, and vice versa (Bock and Jones, 1968;
Torgerson, 1958). However, a fundamentally differect judgmental pro-
cess may underlie ranking. The general method of rank order (Guilford,
1954) instructs the subject to rank the stimuli in order with respectt
to the attribute to be scaled. If m>l subjects each rank order n>l
objects, then there are two basic procedures that can be followed. One

e approach, as mentioned above, is to deduce paired comparison propor-
tions from the rankings and proceed to treat the rankings as if they
were paired comparisons.

A second basic method for handling data generated by the method of rank
order deals with the problem of intransitivity in the rankings. If we
anticipate intransitive rankings, we can develop rules for the conse-
quences of intransitivity in such a way that allows an ordering of the
objects. This approach is dubbed " consensus ranking" (Kemeny and
Snell, 1962) or generating a " social welfare function" (Arrow, 1951;
Luce and Raiffa, 1957). The general idea is to derive a group ranking
which best (in some sense) summarizes the set, or profile, of individ-
ual rankings. (Note that this scaling approach is highly analogous to
the general flavor of group probability assessment.) Unfortunately, it
has been shown that under certain reasonable conditions, such a ranking
need not exist (Arrow, 1951; Coombs, 1964). Thus, the theoretical base

of such a procedure may be suspect, but this does not eliminate it as a
practical scaling procedure.

3.1.3 Scaling by sorting. Sorting methods have been developed for
situations in which the number of stimuli is large, and there is no
clear choice between paired comparisons and ranking (Edwards, 1957).
As such, standard sorting procedures contain elements of both ranking
and paired comparisons. Basically, a sorting task consists of having
subjects place either objects or attitudes toward objects in various
ordered categories. The endpoints of these piles are labeled according

j to whatever attribute is being evaluated. For example, if the attri-
bute is subjective probability, the most extreme categories might be

; labeled "most likely" and "most unlikely." Other piles are merely
'

given a letter name. The subject's task, then, is to place each event
in the category corresponding to its perceived likelihood.

,

A fundamental theoretical distinction defines the two basic sorting
methods. If one assumes that the intervals between successive categor-

'

les represent equal-appearing intervals, then one is using the method
by the same name. If, on the other hand, inequalities exist in the
widths of the intervals between the psychologically-scaled categories,
the appropriate technique for analysis is the method of successive
intervals (Edwards and Thurstone, 1952). Unfortunately, tests to
determine whether intervals are equal do not exist. Torgerson (1958)
discusses analytical models for handling sorting data.
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3 1.4 Scaling by rating. With rating procedures, the stimuli are
,

presented one at a time. The subject's task is to rate each stimulus'

with respect to the attribute in question. The rating may be numer-
ical, adjectival, or graphical. In general, a rating form is a set of
categories, by which a subject is required to partition a set of stimu- ,,

11 into mutually exclusive classes (Bock'and Jones, 1968). These
classes are said to represent only ordinality and contain no reference
to intervals, or distance between classes. To describe the ordinal .

nature of rating, the label " method of successive categories" has been
given to the general rating situation (Bock and Jones, 1968). If one

assumes that ratings are normally distributed, then one is using Thur-
stone's law of categorical judgment (Torgerson, 1958). The law of
categorical judgment is similar to the law of comparative judgment with
the additional assumption that category boundaries are treated like
additional stimuli. Rating is a relatively efficient scaling technique
requiring only n judgments for n stimuli and means for estimating
rather than assuming discriminal dispersions.

'

Rating differs from sorting primarily in the task the subject is re-
quired to perform. When sorting, subjects are given all stimuli at
once, and, thus, are aware of the complete range of stimuli. When
rating, only one stimulus is presented at a time, so the subject does
not know what stimuli remain to be judged. Sorting clearly becomes
difficult as the number of stimuli becomes large because of the complex-
ity in trying to consider many stimuli simultaneously.

Experimental work has found that scale values are insensitive to varia-
tions in category placement, what subjects are used, or number of
subjects (Bock and Jones, 1968). These and other findings indicating
the predictive validity of rating scales attest to the general useful-
ness of the successive category approach. A practical advantage over

,
'

paired comparision is that for n stimuli, only n judgments are re-
quired. Also, if one chooses to use Thurstonian methods of analysis,

then one can estimate the discriminal dist.ersion of each stimulus
rather than assume all are equal.

3.1.5 Scaling by fractionation. Fractionation methods are character-
ized by having subjects directly report the ratio between two subjec-

'tive magnitudes. The most common method, magnitude estimation
(Stevens, 1956), requires that numbers be directly assigned to objects

*
in accordance with the subjective impressions they elicit (Jones,

#
1974). Experimental instructions require ratio judgments, hence the
name "fractionation."

Typically, one object in the stimulus set is designated the standard
and assigned an arbitrary values this then becomes the stimulus against
which all other stimuli are judged. Magnitude estimation is a quick
assessment procedure which easily yields scale values.
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3.2 Comparison of[ Scaling Tech'niques with Emphasis cg1 Validity and Reli-
ability

Very little work has been done directly comparing the various scaling
techniques. However, a few studies do exist that either (1) compare

t the techniques on reliability (consistency) and/or validity (accuracy)
or (2) examine the reliability and/or validity of single methods.

Direct comparison of scaling procedures is hindered by the fact that*

very few methods require the same experimental manipulations in order
to generate scale values. Sometimes the stimuli differ (sensory versus
attitudes), the judgments differ (dominance versus proximity), or the

, responses differ (pencil mark versus placing objects into piles).

I Still, some comparisons can and have been made.

Arora (1977), looking at the sociometric status of 13-17 year old
females, found somewhat greater reliablity for scale values generated
by partial ranking than for those generated by paired comparisons,
although differences were not statistically significant. This was true
even though there was high commonality between the two scales.

Schriesheim and Schriesheim (1978) compared scale values for express-
ions of frequency (e.g., "always," "sometimes") derived from magnitude
estimation and from use of the law of comparative judgment on rank
order judgments. Comparing these results with the results of similar
earlier studies by Bass, Cascio, and O'Connor (1974) and Schriesheim
and Schriesheim (1974), they found magnitude estimation to more closely
achieve interval scale measurement than did ranking. The " average
absolute percent scale value difference" (100 times the absolute differ-
ence between the scale values in the early study and in the later study
divided by the largest scale value) was 2.59 for magnitude estimation
and 12.51 for ranking. Both methods achieved a high ordinal test-
retest reliability, with a Spearman rho correlation of .991 for magni-
tude estimation and 1.0 for ranking.

Magnitude estimation also appears to be less subject to fatigue effects
than paired comparisons, especially when a large number o' stimuli need
to be judged. Lodge, Tanenhaus, Cross, Tursky, Poley, and Foley (1976)
found that scale values derived from magnitude estimates af political,

opinion had high convergent validity with scale values derived from
physical responses (hand grip strength and sound pressure). Correla-
tions between scale values were greater than .95.n

Apparently, magnitude estimates are reliable, relative to paired com-
parisons, because no recourse to theory (e.g., distributions of discrim-
inal dispersions) is required to generate scale values. However,
empirical studies of ratio judgments (Eyman and Kie, 1970; Ross and
Di Lollo, 1971; Sjoberg, 1971) show context effects; responses and thus
scale values depend upon the set of possible stimuli with which speci-
fic stimuli are contrasted.
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Pinally, it should be noted that, in general, no simple relationships
exist among scale values generated by different methods. However,
within any particular study, simple relations are usually founds often
discrimination scales (e.g., from paired comparisons) are logarith- 9

mically related to magnitude scales (from ratio judgments) and scales
from ratings or sorting have a quasi-log relation with these other

'scale types (Cliff, 1973).

3.3 Synopsis and conclunion

This review has largely ignored theoretical distinctions among the
different scaling procedures. One should always consider, however, the
ease with which any scaling procedure yields consistent values, even in
practical scaling situations. Wallsten and Budescu (1980) give a
detailed review of how to obtain consistent subjective probability
assessments.

A more practical consideration is the number and difficulty of judg-
ments required to produce scale values. Some scaling procedures have
elegant, formal methods for reducing the number of judgments, othern_d.o
not. This very practical consideration is related to the previous
discussion concerninq reliable scale values. Typically, trials involv-
ing the same stimuli a 1 necessary in order to promote consistent scale
values. However, group scaling procedures (such as Thurstone's law of
comparative judgment) circumvent this problem.

.

o

,

=.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

i A number of factors and procedures have been demonstrated to impact the
'

quality of probabilistic judgments. In the best of all worlds, the

j procedure that produces the best numbers is also the procedure whose
g ' cost is the lowest in terms of time and effort invested in the clicita-

| tion. If, on the other hand, as is often the case, the factors of cost

| and quality are in conflict, the decision must be made based on the
trade off between these factors for the specific situation. We do not

' *

expect, therefore. to propose a universally best procedure, but instead
will describe factors that have been shown to contribute to higher
quality judgraents and discuss the practical considerations relevant to
each. We will also discuss procedures for assessing probabilities |

|
suggested by scaling methods not previously used for elicitation and

j mapping of event probabilities, and try to judge their practical limita-

| tions.
!

First, and perhaps foremost, the event to be judged must be completely'

,

defined and structured. Individual 1stitude in definition of the event !

j to be judged will almost necessarily add error variance and, in some
i cases, systematic bias to probabilistic judgment. The delineation of

performance shaping factors suggested by Swain and Guttmann (1980) goes
7

j a long way in the pursuit of this goal and we have suggested aids to
this process. In addition, we have suggested interactive elicitation

! techniques where iterative elicitation of various types concerning
calibration or comparison of responses with known values, and consist-

) ency checks should provide further safeguards against event misspecifi-
cation. Each of these suggestions does, however, involve an increased
investment cost. Event description and scenario development is a time

,

consuming process, as is the iterative elicitation. The procedure1

described in Spetzler and Stael von Holstein (1975) involves an exten-
sive event specification phase, but the authors themselves admit that

'

even for a very limited number of event judgments the process is of ten
quite time consuming. This is obviously an extremely limiting factor
when even moderate numbers of judgments are required. The use of

; judges who are familiar with nuclear power plant operation will help to
minimize the time factor.q

j Our second recommendation is training. Indirectly, the quality perform- |,
ance of weather forecasters and the direct comparisons of experts with i

'nonexperts and laboratory trained with untrained subjects show improved
s performance with training. We have examined a number of types of

training and found each to contribute to judgment quality; of course,
some types are more effective than others. An important factor with
regard to training for which there are little data is the summative
effect of different types. Some educated guesses can be made in this
area.

Three types of training were identified: general statistics and basic
probability concepts, training on the heuristics individuals use to

7

a
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make probabilistic judgment and the biases to which they lead, and
feedback about quality of the individual's own responses. The first
two of these are general and in terms of practicality can be expanded
or shortened to fit the time available in the particular situation.
Useful forms could range from a short tutorial to a lengthy session
including sample problems, feedback, and extensive interaction between ?

analyst and expert. The third is more problematic and will of ten be
impossible where objective values simply do not exist for events analo-

'

gous to the ones for which subjective inputs are needed. Such is
likely to be the case for HEP estimation.

A third recommendation is the use of multiple experts. Several of the
group procedures have the practical feature that the groups do not have
to actually meet in order to provide " group" estimates. This is true
for most of the "statisticized" procedures and the Delphi " interactive"
procedure. A second consideration is that groups of experts with mixed
expertise have been shown to produce less redundant and more independ-
ent information, and thcreby better estimates, of unknown quantities.
Also, there is little, if any, increase in cost using mixed expertise.
Finally, probably the most important finding is that groups in general
do provide better estimates of unknown quantities than do individuals,
although the use of multiple individuals may sometimes be impractical.

One other aspect of the use of multiple experts warrants attention. If

multiple groups are used and structured such that within groups know-
ledge and experience are relatively homogeneous, while between groups
they are heterogeneous, estimation wculd be improved in two ways.
From the within group homogeneity, we could expect members to compare
experiences, to facilitate each other to think more deeply about the
judgment, to consider more of the relevant aspects of the question, and
thus to arrive at group estimates that are more representative of the
total amount of information at that group's disposal. The group esti-
mate would still, of course, benefit from the reduced error variance in
the estimate discussed earlier.

The second source of improvement would be the heterogeneity between
groups. The within group homogeneity would give us stable estimates of
likelihoods from specific areas of expertise. Thus, we could expect
differences between groups to represent differences due to the differ- ,

ent perspectives and information from the different types of experts.
post estimation interviews could then be utilized to determine reasons

for these differences. Different points of emphasis and problems e

associated with information congruence, or lack thereof, among groups
could be highlighted.

It is clear from the research and applied literature that multiple
elicitation using markedly different procedures (usually one direct and
one indirect), feedback comparing the results, and revision by the
judge to correct inconsistencies is an effective procedure for improv-
ing probability estimates. Both of the more well-known and widely used
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procedures from applied contexts (Selvidge's procedure and that dis-
cussed in Spetzler and Stael von Holstein) have arrived at forms of
this process through much thought and applied experience. However, as

with several of the procedures leading to higher quality judgments, it
' should be noted that this can be a time consuming process.

Few new techniques for estimating probabilities judgmentally based on
*

scaling methods were suggested by a review of the scaling literature.
Most scaling techniques have been used in some form for probability
estimation. Pait)d comparison techniques, however, appear promising
and have received little use for probability estimation. These tech-

i niques should be investigated further to enhance their operability for
HEP estimation.

Techniques based on ratio estimation (fractionation)--odds and likeli-
hood ratio estimates in this context--have been shown to be more ef fec-
tive than direct prcbability estimation, although there appear to be
some systematic biases in such judgments, particularly for very unlike-
ly events. New developments such as Freeling's (1981) reconciliation
procedure, may improve the use of such ratio judgments. These, and
additional techniques, can be further developed into complete proce-
dures including, where necessary, methods for transforming psychologi-
cal scales into probability scales. One problem to be addressed, for
example, is the number of events with known objective probability that
would be needed to transform a psychological scale. If a certain
relationship is assumed (e.g., linear or logarithmic) two known proba-
bilities would be enough, but undoubtedly more would be useful to
increase reliability. Given the scarcity of objective data and the
difrioul6 ten involved in collecting them, such an increase in reliabil-
ity may come at a large cost.

t

e
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GLOSSARY

Brier Score - A proper scoring rule used primarily to evaluate meteoro-
logist's forecasts. It is so structured as to minimize the judges
expected score for any estimate only when true subjective probability ,

is given. The score, S, for n forecasts each with r possibilities is
defined by:

.

S=1 (1-r )

i=1

where rj is the probability assigned to the event (precipitation, no
precipitation) that actually occurs.

Calibration - The extent to which the probabilities assigned to events
are of the same magnitude as the corresponding empirical relative
frequencies. Formally, an asseseo; is calibrated if, over the long
run, for all propositions assigned a given probability, the proportion
that is true is equal to the probability assigned. An assessors'
calibration can be empirically evaluated by observing the probability
assessments, verifying the associated propositions, and then observing
the proportion that is true in each response category. This attribute
has also been called " realism," " external validity," " secondary valid-

ity," and " reliability."

Delphi Method - This name covers a wide range of procedures for control
of group judgment in prediction and estimation problems. These proce-
dures have in common three features: (1) anonymity of group members,
(2) iteration of judgments with controlled feedback, and (3) statis-
tical aggregation of final individual responses to provide the group
response.

Direct Estimation Me* hods - Procedures for estimating probabilities in
which the assessor a asked to provide a quantitative estimate of the
desired value. Thus, judgments of probabilities, odds or of the ratio
of the likelihoods of two occurrences would all be direct estimates.

'Dominance Judgment - A judgment of direction, i.e., " greater than" or

"less than," between pairs of stimuli with regard to a single attri-
bute. For probability, the judgment would be "more likely" or "less

*

likely."

i

Empirical / External Validity - The extent to which a measurement corre-
sponds with reality usually determined by correlation between the
measurement and another independent measure of reality.

Fractile Method - A method for eliciting approximations of continuous
probability distributions in which the assessor is asked for values of
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the uncertain quantity that divide the distribution into parts with
specified likelihood. A common form of this procedure is to ask for
the median, dividing the distribution in half, and then values that
divide each of the halves in half.

Fractionation Method - A general class of scaling methods in which the.

subject responds to two stimuli on the basis of the perceived ratio of
subjective magnitude. In one form, the subject is presented with two
stimuli and instructed to report the subjective ratio between them withe

respect to the designated attribute. In the other form, the subject's
task is to report when two stimuli stand in a prescribed ratio.

Graph Method - A method for assessing continuous probability distribu-
tions in which the assessor simply draws the distribution on lined
graph paper and labels the axes.

Graphic Rating - A particular type of rating scale in which the rating
continuum is arbitrarily divided into some number of equal categories
(e.g., one inch segments). Tne subject is asked to indicate on which
segment the stimulus is appropriately placed.

Heuristic - A rule of thumb for simplifying complex problems in a way
that increases the probability that a solution will be found within a
" reasonable" length of time. To be contrasted with an algorithm which,

through exhaustive search of all possibilities, guarantees a solution
if there is one.

Indirect Elicitation Method - Any of the estimation procedures in which
the values of interest are derived from the assessors' responses rather

than being the actual responses. Indirect procedures require certain
assumptions about the judgment or the relationship between judgment and
scale for probabilities to be determined.

Likelihood Ratio - The ratio between the probability of some datum
conditional on one hypothesis and the probability of the same datum
conditional on an alternative hypothesis. A measure in Bayesian in-
formation processing of the change in the odds of two competing hypo-

l theses reflecting the diagnosticity of a new datum or series of data.

*
Magnitude Estimation - A specific fractionation method in which direct
estimates of subjective attribute ratios are obtained. From a set of n
stimuli, one stimuli is chosen as a standard (anchoring stimulus)..

Each of the remaining stimuli is presented with the standard, and an
estimate of the ratio is obtained. The unit of measurement is speci-

fled by assigning a number to one of the stimuli arbitrarily, the scale
values of the remaining stimuli being calculated directly from the
ratios.

Multidimensional Scaling Procedures - A class of scaling techniques for

relating similarity judgments to points in a geometrical space. MDS is
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a used in two ways: to discover what dimensions people use when respond-
ing to a class of stimuli, and to investigate the psychological utili-;

zation of known physical dimensions.
)

Nominal Group Procedure - A procedure for obtaining a group judgment of
an uncertain quantity in which the interaction among group members is

'
; carefully controlled. The procedure consists of four steps: (1)
j silent judgments by individuals in the presence of the group; (2)

presentation to the group of all individual jadgments without discus-
,

| sions (3) group disoission of each judgment for clarification and
evaluations (4) individual reconsideration of judgments and mathema-
tical combination.

Odds Judgment - A judgment of likelihood in which the assessor esti-
mates the relative probability of two hypotheses (often a hypothesis
and its negation) under a given state of the world. For example, the
assessor might be asked for "the odds that the next person walking
through the door will be below 74 inches in height." A judgment of 4
to 1 would mean that the assessor feels that the chance that the person
would be below 74 i .ches is four times as likely as the chance that the
person will be 74 inchts or taller.

Paired Comparison Method - A method for obtaining estimates of stimulus
scale values. Each stimulus is paired with each other stimulus. Each

I pair is presented to the subject, whose task is to indicate which
member of the pair appears greater with respect to the attribute to be

scaled. The basic data are the proportions of times each stimulus }i is
judged greater than any other stimulus f.

,

Proper Scoring Rule - A rule assigning scores to probability assess-
ments in such a way that an assessor can maximize the expected score
only by reporting a true subjective probability. Thus, there is no way
to improve upon a score by " hedging" an assessment or making it too
extreme. One of three scoring rules are usually used in assessment of

| probabilities: the quadratic, spherical, and logarithmic. The Brier
'

score, used for evaluating meteorological forecasts, is a special case
I of the quadratic scoring rule.

Ranking Method - A scaling procedure in which the subject ranks the
stimuli in order with respect to the attribute to be scaled. From *

these judgments the proportion of times stimulus }( was perceived as
| greater than stimulus j is deduced. It is assumed that, in ranking the

| stimuli, the subject compares each stimulus with every other one. *

,

Rating Method - A scaling procedure having the subject rate each stimu-

i lus with respect to the attribute. The stimuli are presented one at a
time. The rating may be expressed on a numer. cal scale, adjective
scale, or a graphic scale.

,

|

Regression - One form of analysis for determining the predictability of
a criterion on the basis of one or more pred.ctors that takes into
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account the degree of correlation between each predictor and the criter-
lon. The method of calculation depends on the choice of loss function
(i.e., how the error distances are weighted), as well as the scaling of
both independent and dependent variables. The usual procedure is to

* use a least-squares loss function and linear scaling.

Reliability - The extent to which measurements are repeatable. The
*

amount of random error of measurement determines the reliability.
Major potential sources of random error (and types of reliability to be
checked) include different persons making the measurement, different
occasions, alternative forms of the same instrument, and slight varia-
tion in circumstances. Reliability is usually measured as the correla-
tion between the same measure taken at different times.

Statisticized Group Approach - Groups formed so that a statistical
procedure can be used to obtain a group judgment from individuals
making their own judgments. Statisticized groups need not be face-to-
face or interact in any way and, in fact, need not even be in the same
geographic location. Individual judgments are simply aggregated via
some preselected rule (often they are simply averaged).

Sorting Method - A scaling procedure in which the subject's task is to
sort the stimuli into piles so that the first pile contains those
stimuli that are most positive with respect to the attribute; the
second pile, the stimuli next most positive, etc. It is only necessary
that the piles be in rank order with respect to the attribute. Often
the piles may be identified with adjectives which progress from extreme-
ly positive to zero or extremely negative, depending on the particular
attribute.

Tertile Method - One of the fractile methods in which the assessor is
asked for values of the uncertain quantity that divide the distribution
into three equally likely parts.

I e
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